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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Europe and China are at the forefront of technological advances in areas related to the Future Internet. In
terms of market opportunities, the Chinese market offers the largest revenue opportunity for mobile
operators and is the largest machine-to-machine (M2M) market in the world. European companies who are
not yet in the Chinese market should explore it with caution, not only is very dynamic and demanding, but it
requires a constant awareness of new incentives and rules that the government issues, and there are some
economical, technological and cultural patterns, opportunities and challenges that need to be addressed
and measured.
The Chinese are applying IoT solutions in several sectors such as transportation, energy, retail, consumer
goods and agriculture. But in spite of its openness and the wide range of opportunities available for AI
companies, both national and foreign, Chinese policy and consumers may be complicated to understand.
Thus, if European companies want to fully explore the Chinese market potential, they should look for
partners who are already established.
A good way to facilitate secured entrance into the area is to enter one of the clusters where local
governments provide public services, and there are some specialised on deploying 5G networks or IoT
related technologies and services. Another recommendation is also to get close to one of the Special
Economic Zones or a Science Parks aiming at attracting Foreign Direct Investment, creating new business
opportunities and adding value to mature companies, fostering entrepreneurship, etc. There are also Public
Private Partnerships that can provide specific support, and even more accurately the China IMT-2020 (5G)
Promotion Group is a good facilitator group in the telecom area.
There is a strong network of EU organisations in China providing services to facilitate activities for EU
organisations wanting to operate their business in China. Most of them act as soft-landing organisations
(providing information and training on regulations, IPR, business culture, access to experts, etc.). There are
also Chinese organisations dedicated to foster global partnerships and also a multitude of incubators or
accelerators, open to foreign entrepreneurs, mostly at regional level, as well as Chinese private investors
investing massively into technology companies, mostly in the Artificial Intelligence and Automotive
Technology or dedicated to TMT (Telecommunications, Media and Technology), 5G, machine learning.
Corporate Chinese investors have been investing into EU companies and are willing to continue.
China has a large Public Procurement market quite closed to foreign companies, but European businesses
can find a place within the main exceptions of 'Buy Chinese’ clause. And they can also benefit from the cofunding Mechanism implemented by both the EU and China to support joint Research and Innovation
activities.
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UNDERSTANDING CHINA'S R&I POLICIES AND ECOSYSTEM
Adapting to the technical and market context in China
The Chinese market offers very good opportunities for Future Internet applications. It is very dynamic but also very
demanding and requires a constant awareness of new incentives and rules that the government issues. European
companies who are not yet in the Chinese market need to measure economical, technological and cultural patterns,
opportunities and challenges that need to be addressed. Besides all existing generalist documentation on "doing
business in China" here are some specific recommendations for IoT and 5G candidates:
-

-

-

It is recommended to look for partners already established in the country. Chinese consumers may be complicated
to understand 1 and rules and culture very challenging to appreciate, thus, establishing a local partnership should
be taken into consideration, in order to deploy a product or technology in the Chinese market.
There is a tight control of the Internet in China, and pragmatically, Chinese mainly use only three platforms,
WeChat, for communication, Baidu for research and Taobao (Alibaba group) for sales. If Europeans generally use
WeChat in China, they also use VPNs to have access to Western websites. This system can also prevent industrial
spying. Nevertheless, the use of the Internet in China shall respect the local laws, thereby creating a conflict
between foreigners and government. WeChat centralises most of the functionality of a mobile phone: geolocalisation, sales facilitation and advertisement. It is also extremely controlled by the Chinese government.
Privacy policies and limits are more flexible in China than in Europe, especially when it comes to data concerning
in any way the government (e.g.: the use of IoT for facial recognition 2).
The Cyber Security Law of the People's Republic of China, the Measures on the Safety Review of Network Products
and Services (for Trial Implementation 3) are recent regulations raising entry barriers for foreign companies to
enter the Chinese market and compete with domestic companies.
For foreign patent applications, foreign applicants without residence or business office in China, are required to
appoint a patent agent defined by SIPO (State Intellectual Property Office) to act on their behalf. For international
organisations (including from the EU and those who already own patents), it is recommended for any new
innovation, even those that are not yet ready, to launch the submission for patent protection 4. In general, the
nature of IPR protection is similar between EU and China, but there are some differences that should be known 5,
thus a local patent specialist is highly recommended in case of establishing any technological activity.
Regarding the 5G deployment both national and local level can be explored. China launched the third-phase of
5G technology research and development experiment in 2018. There will be 26 third-stage scenario tests at 500
bases in five cities. Furthermore, the business model will be tested at 500 bases in 12 cities. The industry is
expected to launch commercially-oriented terminal chips in the second quarter of 2019 and will launch 5G precommercial applications in the third quarter. Before landing, settlers might want to check how to join current
projects from Chinese telecom operators to test 5G in major cities (e.g. China Mobile will launch offline testing in
5 cities in eastern and southern China, with more than 100 5G stations and 5G application demonstrations in
12 cities) 6.

Two white papers, released early 2019 in the frame of the EXCITING project, can provide insightful technical
information on China's status in the 5G and the IoT fields: one is entitled "Setting the Standards for the HyperConnected World: Harmonisation of 5G and IoT standards between Europe and China". It reviews the ongoing
standardisation activities related to the Future Internet, 5G and IoT, and reflects on the need for harmonisation and
alignment between Europe and China. The second one is the "EU-China Future Internet policy white paper" that
provides a roadmap showing how research and innovation ecosystems, policy, standardisation, interoperability testing
and practical Large-Scale Pilots should be addressed during the H2020 timeframe. Chinese policies and initiatives
are introduced (Made In China, the Internet Plus initiative), the Chinese research system and Chinese tech giants.

Entering a cluster
Chinese clusters are usually agglomerations of companies limited to geographic areas, with informal organisation but
heavy implication of local authorities. Within clusters, companies can: acquire credits, enjoy tax incentives, and even
receive informal financing from friends and relatives.
The Innovation Clusters include the creation of Science and Technology Industrial Parks (China counts 54 industrial
parks with nearly 60,000 companies, contributing to 7% of China’s GDP), such as:
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-

Chengdu Hi-tech Zone is the largest R&D Chinese centre for new generation mobile communications (gathering
Siemens, Motorola, Nokia, Ericsson, Alcatel, Huawei, ZTE, etc.)
Pearl River Delta is the hardware manufacturing cluster
Shenzhen is home to Tencent (that created WeChat) and has grown as a hub for factories and robotics, attracting
companies in the telecom and electronics areas
In Shanghai there are now over 500 incubators, accelerators or co-working spaces, that can help attracting
overseas talent and providing support for start-up's internationalisation. Zhangjiang Hi-Tech Park is the closest
Shanghai has to Silicon Valley, housing more than 100,000 workers in thousands of technology companies.
Dongguan region concentrates clusters in different industry sub-sectors such as IoT, Big Data and Cloud services.

The country has strategically focused on four primary sectors: automotive, biotechnology, renewable energy and ICT.
It is of interest for EU 5G and IoT companies to benefit from those strategical places.

Establishing in a zone that favours foreign investment
Local industrial agglomerations are frequently adopted as development tools in China, driving growth in wide areas.
In this frame, SEZs (Special Economic Zones) and science parks are top-down industrial policy initiatives driven by
the central government, designed and implemented in order to achieve broad development goals. EU businesses
candidates to China could also benefit from those initiatives.
The World Bank defines SEZs as geographically delimited areas with a single management or administration and a
separate customs area (often duty free), where streamlined business procedures are applied and where firms
physically located within the zone are eligible for certain benefits. These benefits include access to better infrastructure
and services, as well as laws and regulations that are more market friendly. SEZs are mainly aimed at attracting FDI
(Foreign Direct Investment), with indirect benefits such as upgrading the skills of the workforce and management,
technology transfer, export diversification enhancing the trade efficiency of the domestic firms, and knowledge of
international markets.
In contrast, science parks are agglomerations of physical infrastructures in the high-technological domain. Physical and
functional components such as specific knowledge, services and financial providers, are combined creating new
business opportunities and adding value to mature companies, fostering entrepreneurship, incubating new innovative
companies, generating knowledge-based jobs, and building attractive spaces for knowledge workers.
At the same time, it is worth checking your compatibility to enter some zones such as the China (Shanghai) Pilot Free
Trade Zone - the “CSPFTZ” (or “FTZ”), as there are specific areas that are prohibited or restricted for foreign
investment 7

Getting close to a Public Private Partnership (PPP)
Chinese Public Private Partnerships are quite limited to public vision as 55% of the private companies are in reality
state-sponsored enterprises making a big difference from the European vision and functioning of PPPs. Local
governments cannot distinguish between the PPP model and the traditional public procurement model, or
privatisation. They therefore consider the PPP model as simply yet another financing tool
There are some representative examples to illustrate those PPP models in China:
-

-

The Alibaba - Macao Smart City Project, leveraging Alibaba's Big Data processing capabilities to enhance the
quality of the city's public services. Alibaba overall teamed up with 352 cities in 25 provinces to facilitate
government-backed smart city projects 8, offering cities a one-stop solution, including credit system construction
and mobile public services.
The Baidu - Ningbo (East China's Zhejiang Province) agreement on local smart city projects with intelligent services
in various areas including transportation, education, security, healthcare, environmental protection, robo-advisory
services and the smart home.
The Tencent - Jiangsu (East-coastal Province) agreement to jointly implement 30 projects in 9 major sectors,
including transport and healthcare, and to hasten the construction of a smart province. Tencent will apply its
cloud and Big Data technologies in local law enforcement, transport, financial supervision and urban management,
and will deploy its AI-aided medial assistant Tencent Miying and WeChat Wallet-based Tencent ride code.
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In the 5G domains, the China IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group, although is not directly defined as a PPP, is a
partnership that includes China’s leading operators, vendors, universities, and research institutes in the field of mobile
communications². This group signed up an MoU agreement with 5G PPP and there is an IMT-2020 working group
inside the 5G PPP, facilitating collaborations in this field. Thus, European SMEs shall get interest in reaching this 5G
PPP- IMT-2020 working group.

GETTING EUROPEAN SME SUPPORT IN CHINA
There is a strong network of EU organisations in China providing services to facilitate activities for EU organisations
wanting to operate their business in China. Most of them act as soft-landing organisations (providing information and
training on regulations, IPR, business culture, access to experts, etc.) Here are a is set of the main support organisation
where SMEs can find information, support, advice in order to prepare them to enter the Chinese market:
-

-

-

-

-

The EU SME Centre published many helpful guidelines such as "Ways to Enter the Chinese Market" 9 and many
more: www.eusmecentre.org.cn.
The IPR SME Helpdesk: www.china-iprhelpdesk.eu.
The European Union Chamber of Commerce in China (EUCCC) with its 25 Working Groups and 11 Fora representing
European business in China: www.europeanchamber.com.cn.
The EU Project Innovation Centre (EUPIC) based in Chengdu, to promote and support business cooperation
between the EU and Asia: www.eupic.org.cn.
The EURAXESS, a pan-European initiative dedicated to deliver information, promote research, support
professional researchers' mobility and career development, hosting networking events and info sessions and
missions in China: https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu.
The European Network of Research and Innovation Centres and Hubs (ENRICH) China connecting and supporting
European researchers and entrepreneurs, promoting Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) interests from
Europeans to reinforce their leadership in China: http://china.enrichcentres.eu/.
The EU-China Industrial and Commercial Investment Promotion Union (ECIPU) to support cross-discipline, crossregion, cross-border communications: http://ecipu.org.
The China-EU Regional Economic Cooperation Centre (CERECO) supporting the identification and implementation
of cooperative projects between Chinese and European partners at a regional level, supporting technology
transfer and investment with tailored assistance, facilitating incubation and commercialisation process of
technologies: http://cereco.org/.
The China Science and Technology Exchange Centre (CSTEC), as an independent legal organisation affiliated to
the MoST of China, facilitates cooperation between the research and industry communities in China and other
countries, helps in non-governmental communication on S&T by commanding a variety of commonly used foreign
languages, established partnerships with around 130 organisations and famous enterprises from over 30
countries and regions, particularly with EU, Japan, HK, Macao and Taiwan: http://www.cstec.org.cn/en.
Zhongguancun Inno Way, founded in 2014, is a company owned by the local government, supports start-ups
from all sectors, but mainly related Artificial Intelligence, Art Design, Clean Energy, Pharmaceuticals, Smart
Hardware, and Telecom. It is home to 48 incubators and also gathers investment organisations and other
innovation and entrepreneurship service agencies, as well as relevant enterprises. Partnerships have been built
with large Chinese companies, such as Xiaomi, Tencent and Baidu to name a few, so that in exchange of having
their facilities in Inno Way, these companies can invest in start-ups of their selection. Inno Way is also experienced
at international level, establishing cooperation with some EU companies, mainly from France and Germany, such
as ORANGE and Cambridge University. More information here: www.z-innoway.com.

Many European companies willing to set up a branch in China ignore the existing support available that could help
accelerate and secure their installation.
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GETTING INCUBATION/ACCELERATION SUPPORT IN CHINA
China's incubation industry
There also is a favourable incubation industry in China that European organisations could benefit from. The number
of domestic incubators surged from around 500 in 2005 to over 2,000 in 2015 and they are now multiplying almost
everywhere in China. The figure is expected to near 5,000 by 2020, according to a report 10 from the research institute
iiMedia. Currently, China’s incubation programmes mainly fall into six categories:
1. Corporate Incubators grant start-ups convenient access to capital and technology support. E.g.: incubators run
by Baidu and Tencent, Microsoft Accelerator;
2. Incubator + Angel Investors following the Y Combinator model 11, providing start-ups with a seed funding from
private capital and mentorship, in exchange for an equity stake. Those incubators get profit when incubated startups are acquired. E.g.: Innovation Works, TusStar 12;
3. Incubating and co-working space offers a shared incubator-like space, community, and more. E.g.: 3W Cafe,
Garage Cafe 13;
4. Media-backed incubators leverage their media resources by connecting incubating projects with VCs and helping
them with media coverage. E.g.: Bang Camp by Chuangyebang;
5. Incubator programme by realtors simply generates profit by collecting rental fees from "incubation" start-ups.
E.g.: Soho 3Q, UR Work 14;
6. Incubation programmes that have special added value services, whether it’s a technology specialty or access to
finance or fashion. E.g.: F Camp by Trends Group.
iiMedia’s report informs that China’s incubators are primarily funded by government (28.4%), then enterprise or
private (22.8%) and finally universities (17.7%) but universities are also mostly state-owned. According to the InBIA
(International Business Incubation Association), China has 750 recognised incubation programmes and another 250
in the works, compared to more than 1,800 business incubators in Europe alone, and 2000 in North America.

Regional incubation spots and openness for international partnerships
Today, thousands of start-ups go through an accelerator or incubator programme 15 in China each year 16. The desire
to cultivate start-ups in China has not only made existing accelerators head east but has also stirred companies to
create country-specific accelerators. In the IT field there are some top Chinese accelerators and incubators:
In Beijing:
- Microsoft Accelerator offers a 4-6 months programme for later-stage start-ups to scale-up their business;
- Sinovation Ventures is an incubator that also invests in Series A and Series B stage start-ups in specific technology
areas, such as connected devices (IoT), developer tools, and EdTech;
- In Beijing's Zhong Guan Cun, China’s Silicon Valley, InnoWay (see "Zhongguancun Inno Way" p. 6) is now home
to nearly 50 incubators and accelerators.
Shanghai:
- Chinaccelerator launched by SOSV, a USD 250 million (approx. EUR 206 million) venture capital fund, provides a
3 months programme for internet start-ups: for Chinese to establish themselves in the world, and helps foreign
start-ups do the same in China.
- Founders Space offers an accelerator programme to start-ups of various types and industries;
- The 7-year-old INNOSPACE+ combines an incubation and investment model. It has incubated nearly 400 startups, with a 75% 3-year survival rate. Having incubated and accelerated 10 start-ups with a valuation exceeding
EUR 12.4 million within 12 months of inception.
- Start-up Leadership is an incubator for innovators worldwide with a Shanghai branch;
- InnoSpring helps start-ups expand their business in China and around the world;
- Shanghai Valley helps global entrepreneurs successfully enter the Chinese market or utilise resources and capital
in China to grow in the international markets;
- Shanghai's Zhangjiang area is also a place where start-ups showcase their latest technologies in fields such as
Internet of Things, Big Data, Cloud Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Mediated Reality, and Augmented Reality.
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Shenzhen:
- HAX (HAXLR8R) considered as an IoT Product Start-up Accelerator, Hax, based in Shenzhen and San Francisco,
helps start-ups move to Shenzhen through a 111 days programme;
- ReadWrite Labs is "the World’s Leading Internet of Things (IoT) Accelerator", with a 4-week Gateway programme
provides founders with education and expertise on China manufacturing and prototyping, go-to-market
strategies, crowdfunding, and China fundraising. A mix of international and Chinese start-ups brainstorm with
each other and get advice from mentors on how to turn their ideas into reality.
Shanghai and Beijing are seeing the rise of another phenomenon that we already know well in Europe: co-working
spaces and makerspaces, also hungry for opportunities to partner with - and learn from - co-working spaces abroad,
providing new opportunity for inter-regional collaboration. They are focusing on attracting young and trendy startup people, thus are found close to universities and engineering colleges. A pioneer in building up such start-up
ecosystems, is Tencent Incubator. To encourage a community mindset, INNOSPACE+ also has an entrepreneurs' café,
a hardware lab and accommodation, and even a gym.
Start-ups attend DemoDays like the one themed "Unlimited Innovation – Unity of Cloud, IoT and AI" launched by
Kongfu International Start-ups Incubator, a joint effort of the Zhangjiang High Tech Park, Microsoft China, and Sensoro,
dedicated to nurturing “unicorn companies 17” in fields of IoT, Big Data, and Artificial Intelligence. Kongfu has already
forged partnerships with more than 20 multinationals, foreign consulates, and overseas incubators, aiming to help
Chinese start-ups go global and help overseas start-ups develop in China. This programme includes a cooperative
programme for the development of a Public Cloud.

Getting financial support in China
Private and corporate financing landscape for R-D-I in China
Investing massively into technology companies, China accounted for five of the top 10 largest VC financing
transactions worldwide in the fourth quarter of 2017, including three transactions that were larger than EUR 0.8
billion, according to Venture Pulse, KPMG’s quarterly global report on VC trends. It has been mostly driven by
opportunities in sectors such as Artificial Intelligence and Automotive Technologies, with an average deal size reaching
a record EUR 26.4 million.
The overall private equity (PE) and venture capital (VC) investment in the TMT industry (Telecommunications, Media
and Technology) in China, valued at EUR 25.5 billion just in the first half of 2017 with 1,582 PE and VC deals (among
which, 49 boasted a value of more than EUR 82.8 million each). Internet and mobile Internet led with a total deal
value of EUR 17.7 billion in this 6-month period, including 3 deals worth over EUR 0.8 billion each. Significant
financing transactions of unicorn companies took place again in H1 of 2017.
The 2018 Preqin Global Private Equity and
Venture Capital Report ranked Ventech China the
number one VC fund worldwide based on its
performances. Ventech Capital was founded in
1998 in France and is now managing 3 funds in
China. Ventech China 3 is a USD 220 million (EUR
182 million) VC fund focused, among other topics,
on Big Data.

Figure 1 - Investments in TMT sector from 2014 to 2017

Machine learning is also highly trickling over into
venture capital thanks to a China-connected
investor, Hone Capital, founded in 2015, that is
typically investing EUR 82,800 to EUR 165,600
per start-up for 1-3% stake in equity. The fund
partnered with Angel List to get access to deals.

INNOSPACE+ Ventures’ 2nd Angels Fund of EUR
24.8 million focuses on 3 sectors: automotive (partnering with BMW), smart manufacturing (working closely with
Siemens and 3M) and new retail. Together with Acer, the world’s 4th largest PC maker, they set up an innovation lab
in Hongqiao Tiandi focusing on IoT projects. Multinational corporates have a strong interest for innovation, and,
through these partnerships, start-ups are grown to a stage suitable to be considered for technology sourcing.
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As mentioned by the Economist 18 in an article issued in August 2018 "Alibaba and Tencent have become China’s
most formidable investors", China's big technology companies, Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent - collectively known as
BAT, are massively investing into start-ups from, China and worldwide. The tech triumvirate has already invested,
directly or indirectly, in half of the 124 startups counted as “unicorns” 19 by IT Juzi, a database of startups in Beijing".
Chinese VC funds are very much looking at international tech companies and could be considered as valuable for
European startups.

China’s Public Procurement
As mentioned earlier, China has a large Public Procurement market (approximately EUR 240 billion in 2016), but its
openness to foreign companies still faces some barriers with laws, regulations and policies that tend to favour national
goods and services. Also, the unexpected, frequent and unwritten change of rules by local authorities makes it difficult
for foreign business to access the market.
The ‘Buy Chinese’ clause under Article 10 of the GPL, provides the legal basis for unequal treatment of imports of
foreign goods and services. The main exceptions – where European SMEs can play a key role- are when the goods
are not available in China or, if available, are 20% less expensive than the domestic equivalent or are to be used
outside of China. A report from the WTO, the WTO 2016 TPR for China, noted that the Chinese authorities have stated
that government procurement has become increasingly more transparent and the procurement process with almost
85% of all government procurement being through public tendering 20 in 2014.

National Scheme
The Chinese government provides strong policy support on strategic emerging industries: energy‐saving
environmental protection, next generation IT, biotechnology, advanced manufacturing, new materials, new energy
vehicles, digital creative industries and high‐tech services. Regarding the specific 5G policy, Chinese government
announced a 5G networks plans and secure quantum communication backbone network. And the 3 main cluster
regions 21 start building their own 5G networks.
There are currently five new funding pillars among China’s national STI funding programme 22:
1. National Natural Science Fund: focused on basic and applied research in natural sciences. It is administered by
the National Science Foundation of China (NSFC);
2. Major S&T Projects (Mega Projects): 16 programmes that address major engineering, products and technologies
strategically important for China's economic and industrial development;
3. Key R&D Programmes (NKPs): a new category of programmes which combines previous programmes such as
“863 Programmes” for R&D and “Programme 973” for basic research. With a total of 48 NKPs established, it is
currently the most active pillar out of the five;
4. Technology Innovation Guidance Fund comprises three primary funds as a result of a structural re-classification,
re-organisation and merging of some previous national funds;
5. Bases and Talents Programme: this fund aims to support the setup of scientific bases and their research activities
to help them foster first-class innovative talents and teams.

Regarding specifically 5G, the Chinese Government announced plans early 2018 for 5G networks and secure quantum
communication backbone network. Capital cities and major city clusters in Pearl River, Yangtze River delta areas, and
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region will start building 5G networks, in line with China’s 13th Five-Year Plan and the
‘Broadband China’ strategy.
The Five-Year Plan states that the government will ensure that home broadband subscribers in large and medium
cities have flexibility in choosing services in excess of 100 Mbps, while for rural areas, 98% of administrative villages
are linked up to fibre optic networks, with 100 Mbps or higher access service capabilities available in areas where
conditions permit. In November 2017 the country started the third phase of 5G technology research and development
tests, ahead of schedule. The second phase of tests concluded earlier that year, with contributions from both domestic
and foreign companies such as Huawei, ZTE and Ericsson. These tests aimed to get pre-commercial 5G products ready
when the first version of 5G standards came out in June 2018. This is part of China's push to commercialise 5G
services in 2020. With those promised 100 Mbps, millisecond delay 5G broadband data services, users will have
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access to 4K HD video, augmented reality, virtual reality, UAV (unmanned aerial vehicles or drones) and other typical
5G services and applications. The MoST has been assigned responsibility for the co-ordination and implementation
of the project.

Chinese programmes where EU companies can participate
In March 2018, the MoST published a new call for proposals under the EU-China co-funding Mechanism for Research
and Innovation. This co-funding mechanism is being implemented by both the EU and China from 2016 to 2020 and
aims at supporting joint research activities and innovation activities, and it is focused on key areas of common interest
and mutual benefits, including ICT.
A very good report "the Advance EU Access to Financial Incentives for Innovation in China" 23 provides an accurate
visibility for EU stakeholders on Chinese national Science and Technology funding programmes.
The report details the legal framework, impact, and the rules and requirements for participation in each of the major
funding pillars of the national STI funding programmes 24, and highlights international participation, identifying areas
which appear more open and welcoming for international actors. It also provides recommendations to EU stakeholders
for increasing their chances of participation. The most easily accessible programmes might vary depending on
different factors, e.g. one’s conditions, sector, nature as well as type of funding needed. But participation in local
programmes is highly recommended compared to national programmes.
The Guide offers concrete opportunities for:
-

China-based affiliates of European universities, research structures, and enterprises;
EU-China joint universities, research structures or ventures;
European scientists and innovators working in European or Chinese institutions in China.

Regarding international participation in the new Mega Projects, there is limited information. Their strategic importance
for China makes it difficult to access for EU (and other international) stakeholders. Furthermore, their attractiveness
is questionable, considering the IP ownership and utilisation requirements and policy. Those willing to try participating
in Mega Projects, can focus on new generation broadband wireless mobile communication networks among others.
Among the national STI funding programmes, the Technology Innovation Guidance Fund is a new category of funds
exclusively oriented to start-ups and small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 25. Consisting of three major funds
these funds are organised as sub-funds or funds-of-funds, investing in priority and strategic areas through venture
capital funds, private equity, and risk compensations. They foster transfer and commercialisation of scientific
technology results by supporting the growth and activities of innovative start-ups and SMEs.
One of them is a specific governmental Venture Capital Guidance Fund for Emerging Industries, established in January
2015, for a total amount of 200 billion RMB (around 25.9 billion EUR). As of November 2017, the three Emerging
Industries equity funds have invested in 47 FOFs (Funds Of Funds) or VC funds, which have in turn concluded
investments in 419 enterprises operating in strategic emerging industries. The first and the second Emerging
Industries equity funds made half investments in enterprises involved in R&D and S&T services, followed by software
and ICT services (21%).
Limited government intervention, centrality of managing firms, and the for-profit nature of these funds suggest that
technologically-advanced international actors with large prospects of growth are well-positioned to become targets
of such investments , as long as they meet the necessary conditions outlined by the government (e.g. innovative
enterprises in the strategic emerging industries listed in the 13th Five-Year Plan on National Strategic Emerging
Industries ; enterprises commercialising scientific results included in the National S&T Achievement Database, etc).

Conclusion
European SMEs wanting to enter Chinese IoT and 5G markets, shall consider getting in contact with dedicated clusters,
or for 5G, the 5G PPP- IMT-2020 working group, as well as Special Economic Zones or science parks, depending on
their focus. Getting support from a local player is a must have for newcomers, when addressing this culture and
ecosystem that can be very challenging for them.
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The favourable network of support organisations dedicated to European businesses, as well as specific incubation
programmes in the IoT and 5G fields (such as the HAXLR8R, ReadWrite Labs, or Kongfu International Start-ups
Incubator), will help accelerate and secure participation. Also, private Chinese funding can be pursued, with local
support, as there is a growing hunger for investing in international businesses and much attention is being directed
toward IT businesses in the areas of Artificial Intelligence, Automotive Technology, TMT (Telecommunications, Media
and Technology), 5G and machine learning.
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%A1%E5%AE%89%E5%85%A8%E5%AE%A1%E6%9F%A5%E5%8A%9E%E6%B3%95%EF%BC%88%E8%AF%95%E8%A1%8C%EF%BC%89/?lang=en retrieved March 27, 2018
Guide to Patent Protection in China. China IPR SME Helpdesk. 2013. http://www.chinaiprhelpdesk.eu/sites/all/docs/publications/China_IPR_Guide-Guide_to_Patent_Protection_in_China_EN-2013.pdf
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Intellectual Property Systems: China / Europe Comparison. China IPR SME Helpdesk. 2015. http://www.chinaiprhelpdesk.eu/sites/all/docs/publications/Intellectual_Property_Systems_China_Europe_Comparison.pdf
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www.by7188.com/news_365.html,retrieved March 27, 2018.
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http://www.iimedia.cn/1459930903380n2906.pdf
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www.ycombinator.com/

12

http://www.tusstar.com

13

http://www.chekucafe.com/home

14

https://www.urwork.cn

The major differences between an accelerator and an incubator is that an accelerator aims to accelerate an existing business,
whereas, an incubator aims to turn great, innovative ideas into a business. And typical mentorship at an accelerator lasts
between three to nine months but the duration of an incubator programme could reach five years

15

"Top accelerators and incubators in China" by Jessica Hoyt, Jan 5, 2017 https://www.globig.co/blog/top-accelerators-andincubators-in-china
16

A unicorn is a privately held start-up company valued at over $1 billion. The term was first used in 2013 by venture capitalist
Aileen Lee, choosing the mythical animal to represent the statistical rarity of such successful ventures.

17

18

https://www.economist.com/business/2018/08/02/alibaba-and-tencent-have-become-chinas-most-formidable-investors

19

Unicorns are companies worth $1bn or more
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http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2017/603840/EXPO_STU(2017)603840_EN.pdf
20

See "Entering a cluster", p. 4: the clusters are mainly located in 3 Chinese regions: The Pearl River Delta, Yangtze River Delta
and Bohai Rim (i.e., Beijing – Tianjin – Liaoning).
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https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/eeas/files/1.pdf retrieved March 27, 2018

23
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The National Natural Science Fund, the National S&T Major Projects, the National Key R&D Programmes, the Technology
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